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Democrats Prevail In CityElections
Savannah city government. Brooks StillweU also won support <riven the Rousakis 44 862 . te d Sa nah .
elections hel~ Tuesday, JUI~ 9, reappointment 'by a large" , rellls re van held at the Greek Helenic
resuited In a sweepmg m ajortty . Rousakis who campaign by the Savannah voters, only 25,682 citizens Center,
., I be ' News-Press and Savannah cast ballots. Though early box
Democraticvtctory. ncum nt campaigned for a second El tti & P
mavor Ibhn P. Rousakis won four-year mayoral term as "the ec nc ower Company. reports showed Calhoun in the
-, Denying the Watergate scandals lead the final tall tood at:re-election by a nearly candidate for all Savannah," , y s .contributed to his defeat, R us k' I 6 401'lWo-t<HlDelandslide over his attributed this overwhelming 0 a 1 s - , ,Calhoun summed up his team's Calhoun 9 281
o"""""nt, trial lawyer John C. victory to his team's appeal to -, .yr- future political plans as
Calhoun. all community interest groups. follows: "We will continue
The ~ntire De,,!o~ratlc Defeated Republican working in the community for
a1dermaDlC slate, conSISting of Calhoun, however, credits the the goals we have strived for."
Leo Center, Bowles Ford, Roy Rousakis win to poor White Despite a spirited campaign,
Jackson, Harley "Nippie" voter turn-out, Democratic election day brought only








stopped on his way to
Brunswick in Savannah last
Thursday. Avoiding questions
mainly centering on his
political hopes both in Georgia
and nationally, Carter granted
a 1m minute interview with a
report from the Inkwell.
Moving quickly to an Issue
of some interest to the
go,ernor, the Equal Rights
Amendmen t (ERA), Carter
stated numerous reasons why
the II11endment failed on the
Georgia House of
Repr.ntalives 1100r last fall.
'Ihe main stumbling block was
the confusion surrounding lt.,
The governor felt that not
enou gh correct information'
bad been circulated among the
people of Georgia. Also he said
that certain women liberation
groups had been associated
with the ERA. The reaction of
the Georgia people to these
"brassiere burners" had
definitely been unfavorable. He
felHhat if the real supporters
of the amendment had been
acknowledged as those working
women .who had pushed the
ERA through the Congress, it
would have had a better
chance.
The governor conceded
though that "the business
com munity who employ
women and the John Birch
Society mounted. a strong
campaign and were successful
in blocking passage." The John
Birch Society is an
'arch-conservarive national
group, that takes in terest in
legislation which they either
see as Communist inspired or
licentious in appearance. The
g.mmor added that he was in
favor of the ERA, and that he
supported it also.
On the topic of making
Savannah a free port, the
governor stated that while
locating one here might be
advantageoua, the local
property owner would be
forced to pay higher taxes in
order to fund local services. "It
is not so easy to say we
(Savannah) are going to be a
free port," said Carter.
As far as the ability of
Savannah to attract industry,
Carter said that he was pleased
with the amount, and that
question should be one of
attracting "clean" industry. He
wen t on to say that aUbut one
Savannah industry had
complied with the state and
federal pollution standards.
That industry, he aaid, was
Arne rican Cyanamid. He
blasted that industry for being
"the only industry in tire
whole state that has juat simply
refused as long as they possibly
could in complying" with these
standards.
On Capital punishment in
Georgia, the governor stated
that he felt the present system
had enough safeguards. Under
the present system, a sentence
must be handed down by the
jury. It is then reviewed by a
three judge panel from the
Georgia Supreme Court. After
this the accused would still
have the Appeals Court system
if he wished. This long process
prevents, according to Carter,
misuse of the law according to
race or wealth," which has
been a legitimate complaint
about capital punishment in
the past."
The governor continued his
silence concerning both his
future in national politics and
his choice in the gubernatorial
race this November. He did
state who he wasn't for, Lester
Maddox, which should come as
no surprise to those following
the bitter battles between the
two high government figures.
As far as his hopes in the
Vice-Presidential nomination
were concerned, Carter stated
that it was far too early to be
proper for him to think of
nomination. Of course, he .
noted, since he can't actually
run for the post, the best he or
anyone else could do would be
to "get close" to the most
likely nominee or hope a close
friend might be nominated and
choose him. He admitted some
acquaintance with Harry
"Scoop n Jackson. who was
under consideration in 1972.
Jackson had been Carter's
choice in that convention,













With 50 of the 55 city polls
reporting, Calhoun conceeded
the election to Mayor
Rousakis, who subsequently
celebrated his success With
supporters at a victory party
armstrong state college





at least one light-hearted
sidelight to this otherwise-
serious election: local
businessman "Pinkie" Masters,
whose estabtishment is known
as a gathering place for
political activists of any and all
parties, emerged as the darkest
of dark-horse candidates,









Armstrong is to be the
recipient of numerous grants
this fall. The most far reaching
project is Project Number
Z-22. The Board of Regen ts .
has delegated to the Armstrong
State Library a sum of
$I ,564,525.00 for the purpose
of adding on to the existing
building. This project has been
set since March of 1972.
Because of legal problems the
project has been delayed until
now. Construction is to begin
in January of 1975 and
consists of doubling the
present area of Lane Library.
In an interview with Mr. Sloan,
head of the library, it has been
learned that the project will
include construction of student
an d faculty lounges in the
library itself. The project will
increase student services in the
library. Mr. Sloan has also
disclosed the specifics of this
project. These will be covered
in depth in an upcoming issue
of the INKWELL.
Another grant received will
establish a reading clinic at
Armstrong. Students from the
public schools who have
reading dlaabilities such as
dyslexia will be benefited.
These children will be worked
with to overcome their
handicaps under this program.
It is estimated that one of
every four students suffer from
some type of reading handicap.
This grant will also establish an
"Instructional Media Program"
at Lane Library.
A local den list has made
this preceding grant from
H.E.W. possible by donating
$10,000 to Armstrong out of
his own pocket. The Federal
government must match this
with an equal sum. As most of
us know, this gracious man is
Dr. Alexander Paderewski who
(Continued on Pa 8
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It is the policy of the InkweU to duterentiate pe~nal opinion
and editorial opinion on this page by the use of by-bnes and the
lad< of them respectively. A by-line is the name of the author of
the u1ide printed between the headline and the article. Any
article with a by-line expresses the opinion of the author and dues
not exp_ that of the Inkwell, administration, faculty or student
body_ Artideswithout by-lines express the opinion of the majority
of the editorial staff.
Safe Again
1IyTom Puckett
Last Tueaday the voters of
Savannah turned out to re-elect
Mayor Rousakis. More
importantly in my mind, with
no disrespect to the mayor, the
voters denied the validity of
the opposition. By turning Mr.
Calhoun down, the voters of
Savannah have reaffirmed
honesty, integrity and faith in
governmen t. Yet, even as
decisively as Calhoun was
defeated, it might not have
been so if it had rained.
Yes, many supporters of
both candidates were looking
for rain on Tuesday, for the
type of candidate Mr. Calhoun
was could draw his supporters
out into tbe rain to vote. It was
that very trace of white
supremacy that pervaded all
through Mr. Calhoun's
character that appealed to so
many of his supporters. The
supporters of Mr. Calhoun
were perhaps more dedicated
than those of Mr. Rousakis.
Sincerity is not the question
bere, blind obediance is.
This editor is not ashamed
to say that he was a little more
than just afraid of dealing with
Mr. Calhoun as mayor. I
ll"lluinely feared the type of
government Mr. Calhoun
repre_ts as one based on fear
and buDy-tacits. It has been
said, UNo one wins an
agrument with an ignorant
man", few have won arguments
with Mr. Calhoun.
When I describe him as
ignorant one must keep in
mind that some of the greatest
poIiticans in this country and
in this state were and are
ignorant. Yet, ignorant as they
have appeared, underneath that
thin facade, under that thin
white screen, one can see easily
the slick political gamester at
work.
If there exist a Maddox
School for Politicans and Con
Artists, Mr. Calhoun must have
graduated summa cum laude.
Only Mr.Maddox impresses me
more than Mr. Calhoun in the
field of slick politics. However
countrified, cornponed, and
antiquated both may sound,
their actions scream of political
double talk. Avoidance of
questions, making a speech
ending in Mom, Apple Pie and
'IT'S A COMMIE PLOT' out of
every charge leveled and the
twisting of the worda of the
opposition are all ploys of
the two Georgia politicans.
There's no denying their
abilities to disarm and overrun
the opposition. They do this
by not listening once they start
talking. Thus they don't lose
what I will loosely define !IS
their "train of thought." By
ignoring, surrogating and
subverting the truth, these
two gentlemen do us no
service. It is hoped that Mr.
Calhoun will see the err of his
way and come back to the
flock. I have enjoyed speaking
with him, though I have
usually listened to him: "a fool
also is full of words. . ."
Ecclesiastes 10:14. Usually one
ends up fustrated.
My acquaintance with the
character of Mr. Calhoun
endef Tuesday night. For alii
know he may change into a
Ptinoe Charming on horseback
at midnight. I know that up till
then he had impressed me as
being a cactus tree, thorny,
and with a hollow heart.
Our Condition
Recently, a major concern
of the few civic-minded have
taken place, and will take plaoe
in the immediate future. A
dominent characteristic of these
"fections is the fact that of
all the people running for off-
ice, none appear to be truely
dynamic. This is typical of
contemporary politieans, the
ultimate example being the
president of our national state.
In order to win a campaign it
would appear that the candi-
date should not have the on.e
thing which is the essence of
political action: an active plan
action. This condition reflects
the condition which we fmd
o~in. As a people, Amer-
icans now desire not a change
in any direction, to the left or
the right, but the continua-
tion of the present corrupt and
degrading situation which they
created out of their own pre-
vious inaction. If we are to
learn anything from the past
accomplishmen ts of man, it is
the fact that a society on any
level of advancemen t ceases to
be healthy once it ceases to
strive, Americans see what a-
ppears to be wonderful ad-
vantages of our present condi-
tion and choose to remain in
a state of unchanging middl..
class affluence. The result of
such a lack of dynamism,
thoughtful action, and true
progress is an inevitable state
of society in decay. In such a
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The Rising Junior Examination
by Chadea Dennard mean s of Identifying those administered at the end of Ibe
[pART I) students who faD to attain sophomore year.
minimum levels of competence I n further discussing the
expected of graduates in Rising Juninr Exam with the
reading and writing." Needle.. Dean of the ColleF, Desn
to say, thoae students who fall Propst, he stated that this test
to pass the test do not graduate was necessary and that it was•
from their collell" untll they do taste of thinD to come. Desn
pass the test, usually (COOtlnueclon ..... 8)
Academic or Asinine?
UAn examination to assess
the competency level in
reading and writing of those
stu dents enrolled in degree
programs in the University
System institutions will be
administered." The previous
statement is the policy of the
Board of Regents of the
University System of Georgia
on the Rising Junior
Examination.
There has been a great deal
of debate over the usefulness "
of the Rising Junior Exam. Its "
opponents state that it is
outdated and is not a valid way
of testing a students level of
ability. sinoe any combination
of elements could detract from
the student's performance. Its
proponents believe that this
test is valid because it seeks to
have the student show a
minimal level of competence in
re a ding and writing, or
otherwise stated as an
academic literacy. The
objectives the University
System hopes to achieve from
the results of this test is "to
provide s y a t e m v w id e
information on the status of
stu dent competence in the
areas of reading and writing
and to provide a uniform
rile lnk."ell
Editor-in Chief . . Tom Puckett
Busin... Man_ .. D..id Lubs
Editorial Editor . Pst Watkilu
Ne ... Editor . DODDl Scott
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Pbotollfaphera. . . . David Kohler, Richard BunburY
Staff Writers .... ... David Brannen, Charlie IJ<Dnard
Bob Tatum, Jo Banner, Steve Basa, Mickey Colbert, Ray
Persons, Dayid Kendrick. Barbua Lans. Chris
Linthicum. Victor Story. M. Dick, Foster Grant
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The Inkwell is published by and for the students of
Armstrong State College. The views and opinions expressed
in the Newspaper ue those of the editors and the staff and
do not necessarily represent those of the faculty and
administration of the CoUege, or the University System of
Georgia.
The Inkwell will be published twice more this summer.
We are offering free classified advertising space to students
of Armstrong State College. We ask that you keep them to
8 minimum in length.
Special thanks this week to Terri and Eloise. without
your patience we wouldn 't have come out with pages three
and four. OK Students now you know who to blame.
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Inkwell Interviews Dr.Dun~an
I was born in Charleston in
1937, attended public school
in Charleston and then I went
to college in Charleston and
took a Bachelor of Science
degree in History. Of course at
the College of Charleston you
IwI to have four years of Latin
and two years of Greek, or
four years of Greek and two
years of Latin to get an AB
degree so I got a Bachelor of
Science degree in History.
Then I went to the University
of South Carolina and took a
Masters in History. Then I
went to Emory University,
that's in Atlanta, and got a
PhD in History and I fmished
-my dissertation in 1971. Isn't
. that exciting?
I taught for a year, at a little
Baptist Collel!" outside of
A t1an ta, who.. name shall
remain unknown. I wiD say
though, that they were more
happy about my leaving than
they were about my coming.
And then I came to Armstrong
in 1965, and I have been very
pleased with both ArmstrOllg
and Savannah. Both of which I
10.. dearly.
INKWELL: Do you beUve
you can be emotional and
rational at the same time?
DUNCAN: Oh, yes,
certainly, that's how I think of
my lover. When I can picture
her doing anything, in fact, is
when I know I have true
affection for ber. Once I wu
courting a girl and we rode
owr to Charleston. They have
Dowergirls, black women, wbo
se8 Rowers. I bought a big
bouquet in front of the churcb
there and ahe was quite
toucbed. She apparently
thought !bey were for her, but
IlIid !bey weren't for her. We
went and laid them on an
unknown grave. I thought it
..... incredibly beautiful and I
think she thought so to, much
more than if I had given them
to her. I think that's what
enableslife to go on, it never
ends but it is always beginning
agam.
INKWELL: Do you see a
cycle to your life?
,?UNCAN: Yes, It just
begins again, new experiences.
new thoughts, new feelings,
and new encounters and life
goes on, I think it's beautiful.
INKWELL: I see you have a
statue of Hermes in a comer of
this room, what are your
religious beliefs?
DUNCAN: Most Orthodox
Believers would probably, well
I should not put them on the
defense, but I was going to say
that most Orthodox Believers
might consider me an
unbeliever. BasIcally, I don't
know what I believe. I know
what I don't believe. Maybe
the whole 20th century I. not a
question of believing. It's reaDy
a questinn of caring and maybe
that's, in my opinion, what's
wrong with 20th century
religion: is that they're
concerned about irrelevant
questions you know the Virgin
Birth, Emaculate Conception,
fISh on Friday, and whatever
Proteslan t Theologians seem to
be concerned about.
INKWELL: Getting bsck to
Armstrong, as an institution of
higher learning, which seeks to
transfer or give as much or at
least make acceptable as much
knowled!!" of previous man
possible to the next generation.
Do you think that using your
present methods of teaching
that you can accomplish this
enormous task?
DUNCAN: Yes, and I agree
with the question, because the
function of the collel!" is not
reaDy to instruct but it is to
offer instruction. So the
burden Is basically on the
student, in fact, if the student
is unwilling to meet the
instructor at the half way mark
there really isn 't any need for
con tact between the teacher
and the student. But I am
pleased with ASC. I think we
have il better school than the
community deserves. I think
the faculty here at ASC Is
much better than It would
normally be if it were say at
some far off place like Atlanta.
The students are maybe not
of the best caliber, but it seems
to me that poor students
deserve an education too, in
fact they need it more than the
better students do. The average
student, the poor student,
which is what I suppose ASC
gets, is in desperate need of
education and I think that'.
the real challenge. It's very
easy to instruct bright people,
In fact bright people need very
little instruction and it seems
to me that a school like ASC is
where the challenge comes and
I am very, very pleased with
the administration. For
example, there is no such thing
as total academic freedom but
I think that we have enough
academic freedom at ASC,
certainly enough for me. -I have
very seldom and really
honestly never reaDy been
called in on the carpet. Often
times, jestingly, maybe, thinllll
are mentioned I may have said
in class, ll"nersUy taken out of
can text. The administration
does support the teacher in his
attempt to instruct in the way
that he best thinka it might be
presented. I really am serious
about that. Both Ashmore and
Propst are excellent
a dminislrators. I have very
little complaint with them.
INKWELL: Since, let's aay
1950, the amount of
knowledge that's available to
you as a teacher to give to your
students is extremely large as
compared to before 1950. Do
you think that we are goingto
have to enter into a new
method of getting this
infonnation to the students?
DUNCAN: No, because the
function of the college is not
to impart the knowledge
necessarily. I mean I think we
"I /ul totally inaJequllte trying to impIITl
Ioro~ beetRUe it's no good anyway."
"Sttvllllllllh a physiCJl1ly beautiful Its a plac«
of live oaks and dead people ."
sort of do that, but that's not
really the function of most of
the courses, It seems to me it's
the attitude. I don't try and
compete with ail encyclopedia.
The encyclopedia knows much
more than I know; I could
never compete with an
encyclopedia. So we are not
reaDy, basically, at least in the
field that I'm teaching in,
trying to impart knowledge.
I'm trying to impart
approaches to problems,
attitudes to problems; rather
than the basic knowledge itself.
If we had- to keep up with aD
the knowledge, a staggering
task, would be an impossible
task.
INKWELL: Your's Is a
method rather than trying to
encompass all the knowledge,
correct?
DUNCAN: I feel torsUy
inadequate trying to impart
knowledge because it's no good
anyway. Students will
memorize material the night
before the test, and then forget
it the next day, so that's a
meaningless kind of, and
senseless, approach to the
problem of what the teaching
duty is.
INKWELL: Do you have to
give grades to your students?
DUNCAN: I think that I
could function very well
without tests and without
grades; they're pretty
meaningless. At least the class
that I teach, the stuff be puts
down In the notebook is not
the ma terial that really is
, Importan t. I fmd that kind of
ironic.
INKWELL: Do you fmd
that some students become
preoccupied with the grades to _
such an extent that he looses
what you are trying to impart
in your lectures day by day?
DUNCAN: Sure. Sure. He
Dr. Duru:QII
would get lost in pursuit of
that grade, which he cannot be
totally held responsible for
because the whole society
demands that of him. But, I
think maybe we will come to a
time when we won't have
grades and we won't have
credits and maybe at some real
off time we won't have
degrees.
INKWELL: WeD, do you
think that we are going to need
to have a new type student to
react: a student that will go
out on his own responsibility?
DUNCAN: You've got the
cart before the horse. I don't
know how things are going to
be changed but I don't think
you create a new student. I
think you create new demands
or new needs and everything
else falls into place. In a real
sense God is in his heaven and
all is right with the world. I'D
put it another way: whatever
is, is almost right. This is a
lesson that has been very
difficult for me to learn,
maybe people never learn it so
I guess I'm kind of blessed with
having discovered this
realization: that is, I have
accepted the world. By
accepting the world it seems tc
rne that you are free from it.
There is something in that kind
of biblical feeling when you
lose your life you shaD gain it
and If you hold on to It you
will lose it. I flnd that if you
accept things as theY are and
worry only really about
yourself: that I. a very healthy
and mature attitude towards
life. Which seems to be short of
a paradox with a concept of a
teacher. because a teacher is
trying to show others. I do
that. I do like to offer
alternatives that students have
not bee~ exposed to. Many
(Continued on Page 4)
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"CoBege life isvery unreal"
FromPIF3 ...
students come to ASC very
narrow in their beliefs with
very low tolerance levels. One
of the things I try to do in my
Freshman History claaa, it
aeems to me, is simply to
expose the student to other
views, other concepts, not
really saying that I believe
an y thing because the
personality of the teacher
should not really enter into the
class discussions or situations,
but to offer the student
altematives to do whatever he
may have been brought up
with. It was Woodrow Wilson
when he was President of
Princeton University who
defined the function of a
conege or university as to make
the student as unlike his
parents as possible.
INKWELL: Do you think
that athletics and related
activities have a place of
funding by students and the
administration on the campus
of any coUege?
DUNCAN: The question is
kind of ironic because one of
the greatest schools, of all
time, The Academy, in 387 DC
or whenever it was,
transformed the local athletic
field into a school of Ideas. On
the American acene it seems to
me the exact opposite is
happening 2300 years later:
schools of Ideas are being
transformed into local athletic
fields. But basicaDy I am not
opposed to student funds being
used for athletic purposes, as
long as we can support the
Masquers, which is the drama
club, we can support the
Pirates, which is basketball.
INKWELL: Do you think
that students should have an
equal voice with faculty and
administration on things not
concerning just the faculty or
just the adminiatration but
with all?
DUNCAN: AU right let me
say this: the school exists for
the benefit of tbe students and
not vice a venil. However, I
don't believe dividing the vote
1/3 between the students, 1/3
between the faculty, and 1/3
to the administration, would
necessarilv solve your
problems. BasicaUy, I think I
would belive in Benevolent
Despotism. That would be the
best solution' to tbe problem.
INKWELL: What do you
find so unique about
Savannah?
DUNCAN: Wen, I think
Savannah is physically
beautiful It's a place of live
oaks and dead people. I like
the decadence of downtown
Savannah. I like the gracious
living of Savannah. I think
Savannah is one of the most
cultured cities in the world. It's
one of the most sophisticated




~: Yea, IIld )"011
also hear it charged that it's
provincial.You can rmd what
you want in Savannah. Sure it's
unsafe to walk:in certain places
in Savannah at certain times of
the night. This is not unique
with Savannah.
INKWELL: Wen, what do
you think: of this national






DUNCAN: I don't know.
The very complicated 20th
,century that we live in perhaps.
INKWELL: A complicated
problem doesn't lend itself to a
simple solution, correct?
DUNCAN: It certainly
doesn't. In the mayor's race, at
least one of the candidates
indicated that he could bring
law and order to Savannsh If
he were elected. I really doubt
that would be the case, If he
were elected.
INKWELL: With its crime,
its inequality and its terrible
archaic government system,
how do you react to the
society of America?
DUNCAN: As the lady said
ill "South Pacific": I'm just a
knuckle-headed optimist. I
wouldn't be alive at any other
time, in any other place. I
think: America in 1974 is the
best time and best place to be
alive. I love society, I love
living, Ithink: it's great.
INKWELL: Do yoU think:
that being critical of this
society stems out of that love?
DUNCAN: I don't knoW
how I get this reputation. I
think: that I arn a closet squre,
which is a takeoff on another
Savannah description. I want
to save and preserve all that is
right and just and good. It is
only that stuff that displeases
me that I want to get rid of,
most of life is very wonderful.
There's little of it that I reaDy
disagreewith.
INKWELL: SpecificaUy,
what do you disagree with?
DUNCAN: I think: racism,
intolerance, religious prejudice
are wrong. The real enemy
being. ignorance, whidl of
course fits in quite wen with
my being a teacher. Teaching is
so rewarding. It is the only
thing for me at any rate. I
couldn't do anything else. I
would almost do it for nothing.
I would be wiDing to do it for
nothinl\, ifl didn't have to earn
a living. I like that monthly
paycheck:. It's something that
rich people don't have a chance
to e!1ioy.They may get a check:
but It doesn't mean anything.
They're one of the joys that
poor people have that the rlch
don't. When the 25th of the
month comes by It's a reaDy
special day to me.
lNKWELL: Do you see
religion as falling in Western
CivDization?
DUNCAN: Oh. nq, that was
the prediction back. in the
thirties and forties, and even in
the raties, but no. religion is
here to stay. I see nothing
actually harmful about it. Just
last Sunday I went to a
Church, on invitation, and they
released some balloons with
Bible verses attached. I don't
think that did any harm and in
fact made the people feel good
that did it. Religion probably
does some good to those that
participate. It certainly does no
harm.
INKWELL: Do you think:
churches sometimes foster
ignorance in their parishioners?
DUNCAN: Wen. I think
schools sometimes do, I can't
see how you can expect
churches not to.
INKWELL: College life is
an egg in society, somewhat
sheltered from the real world.
How do you feel about that?
DUNCAN: Two major and
conflicting parts to this.
College life is very unreal, it ia
one of the most unnatural life
styles that you could Imagine.
College students, many of
them, are supported by
spouses. parents, or the
government. Yet at the same
time it is' a very beautiful
UNREAL experience. I think: it
is a very great time of
irresponsibility. You have no
real responsibilities when in
conege. You're there basically
to please the teacher and very
little more. I think: it is a very
beautiful time. I enjoyed being
a student, in fact I once
wanted to be a student for the
rest of my life. I am very
happy to say I discovered the
other side of the podium. I
teach but I also leam, I think: I
learn more than my students.
What's ironical is that I am
being paid for it.
INKWELL: How do night
students fit into the egg?
DUNCAN: Again very
contradictory feelinga. It seems
to me that Charles Elliot waS
righ t when someone asked
.hlm if he were to set up a
college how he would do it. He
said the first thing he would
build would be some dorms, If
he had any money left over he
would build a library , and if he
hadAN.Ymoney left he would
build classrooms. I think he
put the emphasis right. That is,
the learning process goes on in
the dormitories perhaps heat.
Then it goes on in the library.
And lastly, the classroom.
Armstrong ia a commnter
school The night studenta, and
I teach one or two night classes
a year, work: their 8 hour a day
job, which I think: is very
unfortunate: I don't think 8
hours should be required of
anybody now in Society. I
think we have the technology
to limit it to four houra. I
really think: It's one of the
great disilIusinns 9f the 20th
century: that we must require









tiresome for these night
students that come to class
sometimes for 4 hours on any
given night. They're dead tired.
They're physically worn out.
At the same time these night
students have something the
day students don't have: they
are older, have a little more
ma t uri ty, a little more
perspective, they're able to ask
the right questions. they are
able to understand someof the
riddles of our society. So it's a
2 edge sword. It's both good
and bad. I enjoy a nightclass.
especially when It's freshman
(CoDtiDued on Pa.. 8)
JulY fl, 1IP4
"Dames at Sea"
"DImes at Sea" wu one of
thole ItaII and stripes, Uncle
8IIDY extmaplWll whose plot
..al almost saved by ill
coIorf1JI costumes and I&¥iIh
1COIItIY. I say aImoIt saved
beCIUle, to be perfectly
blIIeIt, "Dames at Sea" would
hive lIUllI< OIl any stage. True,
tbe membera of the cast did a
more than outstanding job
with the tired South Pai",ian
tbeme they bad to work with.
The choreography certainly
pte the muale a life, Wesley
Usher'svoice gave the singing a
lift, IDd Terri Walker's comic
f1Iir gave the dialogue a lift.
Before my mother clobbers
me, (she really flipped over
"Dames") I must admit that
tbere were no viIIlans in the
play; in fact, all the characters
were really panda bears.
PedlapI that WII the problem
with the play itself. . .too
.. gary. It really needed a good
YiIIaln to balance out the good
guy..
At lirat, one would IUapect
Ilona Kent, that Broadway
The Inlcwell- ArmItTOngsm. eon.,.
IIIpOrstar to he the villain, but
after -utg her tear-jerklng
performance in ''That Mister
Man of Mine", one reallzes that
Ihe's just as much of a
marshmallow as the rest of
them. There were indeed Some
good characterizations in this
play, the energy level of the
performance was high enough .
to inci te a good audience
response; and occasionally,
between songs, the actors had
the 0pportunity to act. A
particu larly outstanding
performance was provided by
Paul Tilton in his portrayal of
both Harry Hennessey, the
hard-driving director of the
47th Street theatre and the
benevolent Captain
Courageous. These two
extremes of character were
developed and maintained
admirably by the performer.
Even the orchestra had some
good cadences and what page
turners! Besides everyone
knows that "Dames at Sean is a
spoof, so my readers -(or
aSluins) may consider this
review to be a spoof of a spoof.
If not, sign me six feet under.
Culture Cues
July 30, "Recruiting Party" 7:00 P.M. Tuesday. All
entering freshmen, transfers, and interested students
thinking about joining the band welcome.
Dave Bailey, summer transient student from Berklee
School of Music plays jazz piano six nights a week at the
Harborside on River Street. He's good, you might drop
in and see him.
Flute/Piano Recital, Carol Dixon, Jo Lynne. Banner,
July 26th 8:00 P.M. at sse Kennedy Auditorium.
"SingrJpore Sue About to be Strangled"
Ptolemy's Mistake
by ChrisHarris
About one hundred years
after the birth of Christ, in
Greece, Claudius Ptolemy
studied and established
principles about and of
astronomy. He wrote a book
titled Almagest, which became
a standard reference book on
the subject for 121 and 122
says on page 7: "The
hy pot hesis most widely
accepted by later Greek and




Hipparchus's ideas into his
Almagest. _ .and this picture of
the universe became known as
the ptolemaic system."
The ptolemaic system puts
the earth at the center of the
Universe and everything else
revolving about it in circular
cou rses. And Ptolemy was
ignorant of the now
well-documented astronomical
phenomenon of precession of
the equinoxes. Ptolemy also
studied and researched
astrology_Astrologers of Rome
studied Ptolemy's words. Their
works are now referred to as
the Greco-Roman system of
astrology. Astrologers of the
Middle Ages studied
Greco-Roman astrology and
perhaps corrupted it to some
extent. Contemporary
astrologers study the works of
those astrologers of the Middle
Ages, and the Greco-Roman
worn Very little new work
has been publicized in the
. ." "
scientifIC field of astrology for
close to two thousand years.
Ptolemy's ignorance of
precession of the equinoxes has
resulted in a serious error in
contemporary calculations of
positions of planets against the
background consteUations for
use in astrological work. Most
American and European
astrologers use empherides
which show the constellations
about 23 degrees away from
where they really are.
Precession of the equinoxes
means that the spring and fall
equinoxes and the summer and
win ter solstices occur a little
earlier each year. The earth
revolves about the sun in a
pattern which resembles a
circle and the next is not 360
degrees but is 359 degrees 59
minutes ten seconds of arc.
Each spring equinox occurs 50
•seconds of arc less than where
it occurred the year before.
Just after Ptolemy's time, an
observer could have accurately
reported the sun in 0 degrees
of the constellation Aries at
the vernal equinox. Since that
time the vernal equinox has
contined to shift and now the
astronomer reports the sun at
about 8 degrees Pisces at the
vernal equinox in March. This
is called the Piscean age and
the Dawning of the Age of
Aquarius, the next sign the sun
will regress through at vernal
equinoxes.
That means about
two-thirds of the people under
the influence of Western
Civilization who consider that
the sun was in a certain sign
when they were born are
deceived. The sun was in the
preceding sign. Anyone
interested in correcting theit
natal horoscope should
subtract 23 degrees from the
positions given in the
ephemeris. As an example, the
Rosicrucian ephemeris shows
21 degrees Capricorn as the
position of the sun in the
zodiac on the day I was born
but the correction makes the




listen to the Music.
by Illm Brmnen unable to give you my revteW
As I tat in the "Dump" one of the concert, judging by the
day last week, I got to thinking crowd reaction at the Edgar
about our "Progressive" Port Winwr/Rlck Derringer Concert
City. Progressive? Well. when the announcement of the
.Tha t's another subject. concert was made, they were
Anyway, I began wondering no doubt well received.
how the Savannah area would At present, two more "Big"
be fairing,' as far as attracting concerts are upcoming. On
"Popular" music groups were it July 20th - ZZ Top
not for the Savannah Civic ("LaGrange"), Brownsvllle
Center. Not quite as well I'm Station ("Smokin' In The
sure, for the Civic Center is Boy's Room'.), and on the
able to accommodate more same bill, the popular Chris
patrons of ''Concert Events" Jagger. Following them in
than the previous buildings August on the 12th will be
used for such purposes... and Emerson, Lake, and Palmer.
more patrons of course means Right here - let me
more money to support the emphasize an important point.
expense of the groups. No matter where a concert is
Before the "Center", the held in our area or by whom it
"Supergroups" (Carpenters, is sponsored, its success
etc.) were few and far between, depends on your support and
but now the Chatham County attendance .. If you want the
area is beginning to enjoy a fair better groups coming to our
ahare of top name talent. And city and with more frequency,
should the populance continue then by all means let the
to whoJe.hearwdly patrOnize concert promoters know by
these concerts we may get any means that you can-
better than a fair ahare. especially by your attendance.
This past Thunday night Quito frankly, I feel the
the "Center" played host to concerts are going to be better
the Lynnard Skynnard Group . in tho future because of the
who are extremely popular increased attendance shown at
he re In the south with the "Winter/Derringer" concert .
progreasive rock fans. Also on and the recent "Spinnen" Gig.
the bill was the very popular The promoten will no doubt
"Poco", who have just released be willing to stick their necks
a new album· "Poco Seven". out more in the ·future to
Even though my deadUne Is acqub:e the "top" groups. How
Thursday at 2 P.M., and I am about "Chicago" guys?
When tall trees in the Autumn wind
Dispel their golden leaves
A restless urge within my soul
An emptiness which moves in me
To fill itself, sends me to sea
Leads me away from this land I've known
In search of home, In search of home
I ride up in the tempest blast
Atop a ship on a slippery mast
And an ocean mass, roaring fast
I soar above the sounding waves
A ship of wood, iron men - slaves
To waves and wind, to vice and sin
To promises to other men
And I upon my rocking mast
To one though only I hold fast
That at last, at last, at last
I'll see my home again
- David Kendrick---_ ....The Fly
by Carol Dixon
(he fly, for many years an intimate of man, has been
gruesomely dellght·source of inspiration, even to the point of
being ImmortalJzed in ''The Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly".
Such tributes arouse human aympahty for the fly who, after all,
cannot help it if some people can't keep their mouths shut. The
purpose of the fly's existence is not, however, to plague creation
as Is so often assumed by humans. Derides exaggerating what they
term an "unestimable population explosion," humans have
discriminated against the fly species personally by lumping them
in a general class of all flying insects . dragonflies, mayflies,
ichnuemon flies, and others which are not truly representative of
a fly. This case of stereotyped identity, so often humiliating the
ethnic minorities of the human world, is also degrading to the fly
whose status in insect society ranks high.
Scientists have computed that even in relatively non-polluted
communities, the average fly carries 1,941,000 bacteria while a
similar resident of the slum districts carries 3,683,000 bacteria.
To argue, however, that the fly stinks because of the fllfth it
carries is to grossly exaggerate the size of the fly and therefore its
capacity to emit a substantial odor of any kind. Besides, humans
are not even obligated to fraternize with flies much less sniff
them.
On the otherhand, the offspring of a single pair of flies has
been determined to be 5,598,720,000,000, a population that
would cover the earth to a depth of 47 feet in the course of a
summer if all flies survived, so keep swatting.
NEXT ISSUE: The Beetle
.. F~ Stalnps IMaD more food for people with • small iftcGme.
" JOU 8,. ."lIb" it's your 11111rlltd to bu, food stllmps at I discGunt or pi them .....
WHO GETS FOOD STAMPS? yOUr family without spending any FIND OUT IF YOUR FAMILY
Food stam~ are.for people Who more money. IS EUGIBLE NOW
support a bIg family on a small in- y do .
come. Or for elderly people who GOOD AT MOST ou not have to be u~~mploy-
eam little and live on Social Se- GROCERY STORES. eel or on weHare to be ehgtble for
cur.ity, Or for anybody with a Almost all fOOd stores take food food sta'!1P5. However. you should
small income who is eligible. De- stamps for food purchases. It's a c.heck 'M.th your local welfare of·
pending on your income. the BOY- _cod deal for the store ber.ause it fic:e. to fInd out whether you are
emment sells you food stamps at Increases total business when you e1lllble. where to go and what to
a bia discount or aives them to use food stamps to buy extra fOOd. do. In ~ ~. the local weI-
you free· • fare office eVIl" gtVeS out Of sells
. YOU HAVE A LEGAL RIGHT the stamps. If you run into any
TO FOOD STAMPS. problems write:
AS GOOD AS MONEY. Your tepl rilht to food stamps is FOOD STAMPS
Food stamps are like money. You protected by Federal Law. In addi. ROOM 301
use them to buy food as if they lion, you ha.... a legal rilht to get 1424 .16th STREET N.W.
were cash. They stretch yOUr foocI food sta-dollars and let yOu feed yOur fa... to .......as soon as you move WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036., a new area. And yOu have a .
I Y better. With faor' stamps you tepl rilht to • quick decision on Dllf't (heat YOU' ramll)" out of better
can get twice as rr ';.1'1 food for your appliQtlon for food _ ~ for Ies5 mone~. Remember,- ...-0........ ... can PI )IOU $10 vrittl fOOd stamps.
An advertisement tor you by IWILIe COMMUNtCATION INC. 2005 L .
p~ in cooter.Ition with the NRloNI _,..:-' . Stretot N.W., Washtngton, D.C. 20036





The Inkwell- Armstrotfgsratir CoIl.
The Myth of Progress
In a book of essays entitled advancement pollutes our air he noted that national suicide
New Boules for New Wine, and water. . rates generaUy increased with a
Juhan Huxl~y, the world Dr. E r i c k Fromm, a rise in national prosperity;
famous biOlogISt, states that phllosopher·psychiatrist, says suicide rates were lowest In the
"One of the myths of human that even our mental health has poorest countries. Durkheim
destiny is that of progress. been affected by technological interpreted this as indicating
ProfessorBury m an mterestmg advances: that industrialization was
book The Idea of Progress has "Our contemporary Western prone to weaken the sanctions
shownhow recent has been the society, in spite of its material of culture' as industrialization
growthof this idea. Apart from, intellectu.al . and polit ical and the consequent prosperity
temporary nickers, It dates progress, IS increasingly less increased anomie or nonnless
back no earlier than the conducive to mental health, would appear; the country
Reformallon. . . and tends to undermine the concerned would experience
"The mythof progress has inner security, happiness, societal disorganization either
taken two main forms, which reason, and the capacity for in the form of the breakdown
have sometimes. remained love in the individual; it tends of organizations and societal
separate, some~lmes been to tum htrn tnt~ an autom~ton g r 0 ups, 0 r in the
intertwined. One IS the myth who pays for hIS human failure disintergration of the
ofmillenary progress, the other WIth r n c r e a s mg mental individualinsociety."
of its inevitability. Millenary sickness, and with despair By looking at some of the
progress is the myth of the hidden under a frantic drive for things which "progress" has
Golden Age in reverse. It work and so-called pleasure." produced, I have quoted
assertsthat if only man gets rid Dr. Rene Jules Dubos, a qualified men who have
of some old obstacle or creates Nobel scientist, has warned us attempted to warn us about
some, well·deflned and that man in an urban society is the degenerating physical and
realizable new SOCial drifting along an uncharted mental effects of technology,
mechanism,humanity will leap course toward a fate he can't urbanism, and overpopulation,
forward to a utopian state of predict. At Oklahoma City in The man in the street calls a
,general well being and 1966, at the first national new institution, invention, or
happiness. The eighteenth conference on bio-medical idea progress because he sees
century apostles of revolution research, Dr. Dubossaid: only the immediate results of
believedthat what was needed "Knowledge is incredibly it, but our sociologists,
was the abolition either of primitive with regard to the philosophers, historians,
kings or of priests (or biological effects of the threat ecologists, and theologicans
preferably of both). Some of to health created by the new look at decades, centuries, and
the more zealous apostles of ways of life. . .crowding, epoches and see not the
the nineteenth century environmental pollution, immediate results of inventions
industrial revolution believed indirect and delayed effects of or discoveries, but the long
that what was needed was to drugs and food additives and range effects. We need to heed
make the applications of alienation from natural their warnings and look at both
nineteenth century science biological rhythms. sides of the coin called
available to everybody, and to "I see boys growing up in progress. We need to go back
teacheverybody the three R's: the metal and wood boxes we to the teachings of Rousseau
if these conditions could be call apartments, surrounded by and Thoreau and learn to live
fulfdled, then everything' . to no i se and concrete and with nature.
put it rather crudely· . would poDuted air from birth.
be All Right. Inevitable "When they enter high
progreas,on 'the other hand, is school. . .they are unable to
an optimistic reversal of the relate. . .to cope with the
pessimistic Christian doctrine meaning of life.
of predestination. It asserts "We aU take for granted
that, the nature of the world that we are shaped by our
and of man being what it is, childhood, but no one seems to
human progress is inevitable, be willing to take the trouble
and more particularly that it to really understand what this
wul inevitably be both smooth shaping force will mean for
and rapid, now that man has man.
becomescientific." "The most crucial time for
( read Huxley's words some man is his infancy, or the first
yearsago and since then people three or four years of life. This
_ at least some of them - have is when the cortex of the brain
begun to realize that science developes ... determining what
and technology are our sort of person a child will
enemies. Our fathers and their become. But yet, there is no
fathers were told that it was basis of theoretical knowledge
progress to build super to recognize these alterations,
highways, dams, and railroads, evaluate their significance, or
and to encourage outsiders to guide man's attemps to govern
move to their cities so that his evolution."
their cities would grow bigger. We have the testimony of a
They weren't told that super renowned sociologist that
highways. dams, and railroads industrialism and urbanism
destroyed natural habitats, create conditions that cause
caused erosion, and decimated suicides. Hendrick M.
wildlife,They weren't told that Ruitenbeek, a sociologist and
biggercities create traffic jams, psychoanalyst, states in The
hreed slums, nourish crime, Individual and the Crowd: A
and increase taxes. Study of Identity in America
There are many historians, that "Emile Durkheim, who
philosophers, and psychologists established anomie, literally
who warn us that our age of meaning 'normlessness: in the
science and urbanism is vocabulary of sociology, tied
presenting us with more the concept to the emergenc?,
problems than solutions. We of industrial society. In hIS
can easily see that scientific study of suicide, for example,
-
Tbe next time someone says
that buDding a new lidcIsewill
be progress, ask him what the
bridge will do to the marshes
and how much marine life it
will destory. The next time
some group claims that
developing an uninhabited
island will be progress, ask the
group how much erosion
developing the island will
cause. The next time some
govemmental agency says that
constructing a new highway
will be beneficial to us aU, ask
that agency how many fertile
acres of land concrete will
cover and how many
wilderness areas it will bisect,
The next time some group of
private investors claim that
deforesting a region is for the
betterment of the community,
ask the investors if they believe
in stopping up a watershed and
creating a shortage of water for
some community in the future.
We have aUowed the apostles
of progress to pollute our air,
water, and soil and to ruin and
damage our environment long
enough.
Whale Killings by M.Dlck
The outlook is grim for the moratorlm. Robert White, U.
twentieth century whale. No S. Commissioner to the I.W.C.,
Moby Dick can fight a whaling said: "Whales comes under no
technology that uses spotter nation's exclusive national
planes to flnd him, radar and jurisdiction .. ~they) are an
sonar to track him, and international trust." The I.W.C.
grenade-tipped harpoons to had previously given Russia
dispatch him. The world's and Japan, which take 90% of
whale population has fallen, the annual catch, a free rein in
from an original estimated at their whaling.
4.4 million, to several hundred Japan responded by
thousand. (Five species, rejecting aD,I.W.C. quotas; the
including the blue whale, U.s.S.R. quickly foDowed SUit.
largest creature on earth, are so But at laat the whales got
scarce that they can no longer publicity! Environmental
be hunted legaUy.) Recent groups screamed; Christine
de vel 0 p me n t s on the Stevens of the Animal Welfare
international whaling scene Institute said: "The Japanese
offered some hope that whales have.. .rejected the warnings
need not face extinction. The of scientists that whales face
U.N. Conference on the extinction unless the slaughter
Environment (1972), voted is ended." A coalition of
unanimously to place a ten conservation groups meeting in
year moratorium on all Washington, D.C., accused
whaling. And in. June, 1973, Russia of "exceedin.g ~~ ~O?t
the International Whaling excesses of capitalism in Its
Commission shocked Japan greed for easy profit. This
and Russia by reducing kill Japan claims that whales are
quotas and almost adopting the a source of protein for its
people. However, whale meat
constitutes only 1% of Japan's
protein source; whales are used
industrially for cosmetics,
tranamission oil, and pet food.
Russia'a whale meat goes to
feed mink and sable on fur
ranches. Caught in this conflict
of national interests venus
longer-term, global interests .
economic, enviromental and
aesthetic- the whale's future is
stiDvery much in douot.-..
EVERYTHING FOR THE ,OOY .•• NATURALL Y
SCENTED LOTIONS, ESSENTIAL OILS
AND GL YCERIN SOAP











WAITERS - WAITRESSES - COOKS
••
p"Eight The Inkwell- Armstrong State College
I Classified Ads
THERE IS FREE'SPACE AVAILABLE TO ANY STUDENT OF
ARMSTRONG FOR THE PRUPOSE OF ADVERTISING. ALL
WE ASK IS THAT YOU USE IT WISELY.
The Rising Junior Examination ••• From ..... 2. .
Propst PJ"dicted that during school English program. On the
the course of a few years there other side of the coin, what
would be competency tests in about coRege students who are
aB areas of study and that passed through their freshman
students would have to show English courses and still fail the
their competency tests in all test. How does this reflect on
areas of stu dy and that the English program?
students would have to show Though these points are
their profICiency in order to interesting, what still remslns as
graduate. He felt that these the mos! impor~ant and
tests were just as fair as those controversial . ..-pect IS.whether
tests that law and medical or not the Rising Junior Exam
students have to pass to be able is necessary at all and are the
to practice. results from this test used by
I asked Dean Propst if this the Board of Regents to
policy was created by the improve the system or merely
Board of Regents. He as a shuffle of papers to
acknowledged that they were. promote bureaucracy.
To subsequent questions he _
stated that there were no Grants.. I
members of Academia on the From Page ....
Board of Regents though he has previously donated
assured me that they were all $20,000 to Armstrong. He
college graduates. To be sure. r e c e i ve d t he Alumni
My final question was what Association's "Outstanding
if a person who had taken no Citizen" award during the
freshman English courses 1974 graduation exercises. It is
passed- the test, should that indeed refreshing to find such
pe rson be exempted from support from a single man. We
taking those courses. He must all agree that Dr.
responded by saying that those Paderewski is a giant among
students could take the CLEP men, unselfish and dedicated
test if they wanted to, and that to this nation's young people.
would excuse them from 121, The entire Armstrong faculty
but would have to take 122 to and student body joins in
validate it. Courses 221 and saluting Dr. Paderewski.
222 can theoretically be A third major grant comes
skipped by the student from H.E.W. and is called a
requesting a challenge test to .. Tit Ie III G ran t for
determine his proficiency in Constitutions". This $100,000
the subject. grant will be used in three
It is generally agreed by areas: student services,
most academians and college academic development, and in
administrators that the test is academic programs. Under this
on a high schoolleve!. A large program Armstrong has hired a
number of students state-wide full time recruiter, Mr. Bill
who take the test without Toffey. In addition the services
having previously passed of a fuR time placement-voca-
college freshman EnJdish have tional counselor and a
failed the test thus questioning computer progranuner will be
the adequacy of the high initiated.
Our f:ondition. ••• From Page 2 •..
state, society can recover only terests of the people in his
by awakening and working plan of action, then it will be
within a positive plan of action, the people who will suffer, as
with dynamic leaders and ac- they are presently incapable of
tive followers. Our present con- action on their own. A society
dition lacks both of these reo cannot maintain a constant
quirements for true social ad- state of well-being, to say noth-
vancement, and we can only ing of advancement, without
conclude that our condition action. Your future is one of
will degenerate until a dyna- degeneration, which will con.
mic factor enters the scene. tinoe utiln a dynamic force
If such a factor happens to chooses to manipulate you, for
be someone without the in- whatever reason it chooses.
I Dr. Duncan ••.
From Page 4 .•.
night cJasa. When I have a 40
year old retired Army colonel,
or what have you, that takes a
course in Western Civilization,
I love that type of Student. I
find them most intriguing
much more so than some of
the 17 year olds that graduated
from wherever they graduated
from in Savannah. .
INKWEll.: Well then would
you say that life adds to the
learning experience more than
anything else?
DUNCAN: Yes, really it
does. It would be really best
for many high school graduates
to go on and live the real world
for a year or so before going to
college. I would recommend
that, almost as a blanket
statement. Many are traveling,
many are working, many are
getting married, whatever it is,
many are not jumping right
fro m high school into the
college community, and I think
that is good. That's beneficial
to the student and to the
coDege.
INKWELL: Speaking of
marriages, how do you view
the sacred state?
DUNCAN: I think it's a
marvelous institution. I've
done it twice and will probably
do it several times more before
I go on to my greater rewards.
I was brought up to believe
that when one grew up one got
married, and I suspect that 1
am a Pavlovian dog and when
the bell rings I salivate.
Marriage is a very nice
institution. Some of the
younger students, some of the
hippies, apparently can find
the love and affection outside
of marriage and I can see that
is possible. It's more difficult
with an older person, however.
INKWEll.: Who are you?
DUNCAN: I was never so
dumbfounded when someone
asked me who I am. I could
give you a very flippant
answer: like God, I am that I
am. I will say this, I am what
you see, I'm not necessarily ..
.what would the reverse of that
be? You don't necessarily see
what I am, but I am what you
see. I'll pIIt it that way.
Basically I am a very private
person, but I Illn what you see.
Listen to the Music •••
From Pale 6•....
Coming up in future issues
of The Inkwell I'll be
discussingotheras~ctsofthe
music culture and reviewing
concerts and newly released
albums, and before I conclude
this writing, those of you who
are "Progressive Rock" fans are
urged to tune in the program
-'-'Alpha-Omega" Saturday
nights at 9 on WZAT-FM for a
good 4 hour production. Listen
to it and let them know what
you think of it.
July 17, 1974
ASCVets
The Ar mSlrong Veterans
Club has been instituted on !he
campus as a Kself-belp"group.
Interest in the club bas grown
substantially since its
conception as its objectivesand
present programs have OrWill
benefit those in the club.
At the preaent, the club's
main objective is that of
showing support and Working
for an expedient and
substantial agreement on the
Veteran' Bill now pending in
Congresa. The club is also
working on a book store, open
10 all students, to helpalleviate
the cost of books each quarter.
The clubs membership b
open to aD interested students.
Those students who are not
receiving V.A. benefits but
who are interested in the club's
activities msy be entered on
the club's rolls associate
members. As an associate
member, the member will have
a voice in all business of the
club excluding voting
privBegea.
The club urges all veterans
on campus to attend the
meetinss. The dates and times
of the meetings will be posted
in the Memorial Student
Center, in the InkweQ and on
flyers that will be distributed
the day prior to the meetings.
The next regular meeting of
the Armstrong Veterans Club
will be held July 18, at 5:00 in
the video tape room in the
Memorial Student Center.
Exam Schedule
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7 THURSDAY, AUGUST 8
8:30 A.M.-Classes which meet at 8:30 AM. 8:30 A.M. - Classes which meet aI9:40AM.
12 Noon - Classes which meet at 12:00 Noon 12 Noon - Classes which meet at I: 10 P.M.
3:00 P.M. - Classes which meet at 3:30 P.M. 3:00 P.M. - Classes which meet at I0:50 PM.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 9
8:30 A.M. - Classes which meet at 4:40 P.M.
12 Noon - Classes which meet at 2:20 PM.
EVENING CLASSES
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7
6:00 P.M. - Classeswhich meet at 6:00 P.M.
on Monday and Wednesday
TUFSDAY, AUGUST 6
6:00 P.M. - Classes which meet at 6:00 P.M.
on Tuesday and Thursday
Laboratory and PhysciaJ Education activity course examinations will be given at the last regularly
scheduled class period prior to the day the regular examinations are scheduled.
EXAMINATIONS WILL BE HELD IN REGULARLY SCHEDULED CLASSROOMS. FINAl.
EXAMINATIONS MAY BE GWEN ONLY AT THE STATED TIMES, EXCEPT FOR
EXAMINATIONS FOR SENIORS IN THE FINAL QUARTER OF ATTENDANCE.
A student who is scheduled for three fmal examinations in one day may change the date of the
examination of his choice. He must present a requeat in writing to the instructor involved.If one
of the three examinations is a laboratory examination, his choice will be limited to the two
non-laboratory examinations.
